
Fun DIY Mouse Toys! 

Easy, made at home ways to keep your pet mice entertained! Never let your pet become 
too bored, as it can lead to depression and negative behaviours. 

Look around your household for leftover toilet paper rolls, paper towel rolls, or small logs of 
untreated wood. Mice love to chew on these toys, and climb through or on them when they 
can! Before you give your mouse toys from around the house, make sure they are non-
toxic. This means looking out for things like glue, paint, or artificial food. 
 
Teeter-Totter 
 

This is a really simple and enjoyable toy 
for your mouse to play with. Simply cut 
out a thin piece of cardboard, then stick 
it on top of a cardboard toilet paper roll 
using non-toxic glue. 
 
To add ladder rungs to the path, stick 
little pieces of cardboard or popsicle 
sticks onto the top piece of cardboard 
using non-toxic glue. 
 
Make sure the top piece of cardboard is 
wide enough for your mice to be able to 
climb on so it without falling off.  
 

Treat Parcel 
 

Cut a 3 inch (7.6 cm) section of toilet 
paper roll. Then, fold in the sides of one 
end so the roll is blocked off. Wrap a few 
of your mice's favourite treats in toilet 
paper, stuff them into the end of the roll, 
and close the other end. Your mouse will 
enjoy opening the cardboard to get at 
the treats! 
 
This toy allows your mice to use their 
natural fine motor skills and has a great 
reward at the end also. 
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Maze Tunnel 
 
These are really straightforward to make 
and only require toilet paper rolls and a 
pair of scissors. Start out with one toilet 
paper roll and cut out a circle in the middle 
big enough to fit another toilet paper roll 
into it. Then, continue cutting holes and 
placing toilet paper rolls until you have a 
complicated maze for your mouse to travel 
through. 
 
For extra difficulty, create dead-end 
tunnels or tunnels that form cool patterns, 
like squares or triangles. 

 

Newspaper Huts: Tear an old newspaper into strips. Dip the strips in a bowl of water and 
then drape them over a small, overturned bowl, thoroughly layering the wet strips. Set the 
bowl aside to let the paper dry. When dry, the newspaper should slide off together and 
form a sort of hut. Cut a small doorway, and hooray! A hiding spot/new area to explore/ 
destroy-able object for them to play with! Use different size bowls to make different size 
huts. 

Gym Class: Be sure to always provide wheels, as in the wild your pet you potentially 
travel miles every night. Make sure the wheel is large enough that your pet’s spine does not 
have to arch. If their back is arched it’s time for a new wheel. If your cage is wired, run 
ladders and ropes from shelves or within reach for your pets to climb and scurry along. 
Ropes and ladders can be strung from aquarium lids as well, but that requires getting a little 
inventive and figuring out what works for you. Ropes can be made from twine and other 
safe sting/rope and ladders can be made with clean, new, unused Popsicle sticks and 
Elmer’s non-toxic glue.  Get creative with your ideas. 

Tunnels: Mice love toilet paper rolls, and they are the perfect size for them. Put treats in 
the middle and then stuff each end with toilet paper or some sort of burrowing material 
that way they have to work for the treat, and then have material for their nest as well. Rats 
are too big to fit inside of toilet paper rolls, but love working at them when you put treats 
inside. For rats you can buy them large PVC type pipes. 

Burrowing: Rodents love to burrow. Burrowing can be a little hard to provide for mice, 
since you can’t exactly let them free roam an area like rats. A good option is taking an old 
tissue box, removing all the plastic, and then stuffing it with bedding and hits of hay and 
tissues. Leave it loosely packed, (and hide a few treats in there.) Instant success. For rats 
you can provide a similar option, or fill a tub with old cloths, shredded paper, cardboard, 
etc. Toss in a few treats and let them go to town. 



Pinatas: Grab a couple paper towels and layer them over one another. Put a few small, 
non-perishable treats in the centre. Gather the paper towel up and tie it with string, and 
then hang it juuuust within reach of them. 

Houses and Huts: Your rodent needs somewhere to hide and somewhere to play. An easy 
way to home make a house is with new Popsicle sticks and non-toxic glue. You can make 
simple boxes or teepees or castles. Just be sure that it is sturdy, and if it starts to show signs 
that the glue is wearing off you should remove it for repairs or replacement. Make sure that 
roofs and upper levels have the necessary support that they may need. 

Hammocks and Tunnels: If you have any sewing skill, you can make hammocks and tunnels 
to hang in your pets home. Fleece is a pretty safe material, and the possibilities are endless. 

Parrot and Bird Toys: At the local discount store I can find parrot and bird toys that are 
usually marked down to $2 or less. Mice love to climb on them, swing from them, and 
generally just destroy them.  

Chew Toys: Rodents have teeth that need a lot of wearing down. A good way to do this is to 
provide them with chew toys. Dog milk bones, safe, untreated wood, hard-shelled nuts, 
uncooked pasta. Take a stroll down the rodent aisle at your local pet store and see what 
sort of ideas you can come up with. Be creative! Just be sure to double check any materials 
you use are safe. 

Hanging Snacks: Take a string and thread on popcorn, dried fruit, cheerios, cherry 
tomatoes, nuts, dog treats, any safe treat you can get on a string. Hang high in the cage and 
watch them go to work. Hang above ladders and perches to give an extra challenge. 

Toys Made For Other Pets: You’re at the Pet Store and find a wooden bird perch for 
ridiculously cheap. If you have a wire cage that can provide another level of climbing and 
fun for your pets. The smallest size kong toy can be filled with treats and given to rats, (just 
watch that they don’t chew it up too much). Cat toys can provide your little furry friends 
with hours of fun (once again, watch for chewing). 

Use your imagination. These things are all fairly simple and take little to no time. The 
possibilities are virtually endless to what you can provide your pets with. Remember, you 
control their world. Don’t make it miserable. Provide them with the best life imaginable. 

 


